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Initial Clinical Experience of Cherenkov Imaging
in External Beam Radiation Therapy Identifies
Opportunities to Improve Treatment Delivery
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Purpose: The value of Cherenkov imaging as an on-patient, real-time, treatment delivery verification system was examined
in a 64-patient cohort during routine radiation treatments in a single-center study.
Methods and Materials: Cherenkov cameras were mounted in treatment rooms and used to image patients during their stan-
dard radiation therapy regimen for various sites, predominantly for whole breast and total skin electron therapy. For most
patients, multiple fractions were imaged, with some involving bolus or scintillators on the skin. Measures of repeatability
were calculated with a mean distance to conformity (MDC) for breast irradiation images.
Results: In breast treatments, Cherenkov images identified fractions when treatment delivery resulted in dose on the contra-
lateral breast, the arm, or the chin and found nonideal bolus positioning. In sarcoma treatments, safe positioning of the contra-
lateral leg was monitored. For all 199 imaged breast treatment fields, the interfraction MDC was within 7 mm compared with
the first day of treatment (with only 7.5% of treatments exceeding 3 mm), and all but 1 fell within 7 mm relative to the treat-
ment plan. The value of imaging dose through clear bolus or quantifying surface dose with scintillator dots was examined.
Cherenkov imaging also was able to assess field match lines in cerebral-spinal and breast irradiation with nodes. Treatment
imaging of other anatomic sites confirmed the value of surface dose imaging more broadly.
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Conclusions: Daily radiation therapy can be imaged routinely via Cherenkov emissions. Both the real-time images and the

posttreatment, cumulative images provide surrogate maps of surface dose delivery that can be used for incident discovery
and/or continuous improvement in many delivery techniques. In this initial 64-patient cohort, we discovered 6 minor inci-
dents using Cherenkov imaging; these otherwise would have gone undetected. In addition, imaging provides automated,
quantitative metrics useful for determining the quality of radiation therapy delivery. � 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Cherenkov imaging is a novel technique that captures light
emissions during radiation therapy, allowing for visualiza-
tion of radiation treatments on the patient, in real-time.1-3

The current realization of this imaging approach relies on
time-gated cameras synchronized to the linear accelerator
pulsations to detect the low-level light while largely
rejecting the ambient room light.4 The Cherenkov effect
occurs when photon or electron beams interact with tis-
sues5,6 or even with air at low levels.7 On the surface of
tissue, the light produced shows the treatment-beam shapes,
and the intensity produced is in proportion to dose, which
are both properties well-suited for verification of treatment
delivery.3,8-10 Cherenkov images can be obtained without
additional dose to the patient or additional treatment or
setup time, which has advantages for use as a routine, on-
patient treatment verification system.8,10,11 The value of
this real-time monitoring was examined in this study, which
is, to our knowledge, the first reported large patient-case
series with mounted cameras installed in the treatment
rooms.

Currently, radiation treatments are verified by pretreat-
ment checks of the treatment plan and standard quality
assurance (QA) tests of the linear accelerator function,12

followed by verification of accurate patient position in
relation to the treatment field. The plan, machine, and pa-
tient verifications are each typically done before treatment
is delivered and often intermittently during the course of
therapy. Pretreatment QA involves manual verification of
plan parameters on the linear accelerator and confirmation
of dose delivery for more complex intensity- modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT) plans. Patient position is verified
by pretreatment imaging with kVor MV films or with cone
beam computed tomography (CT) scans if more detailed
anatomy is needed. Patient monitoring also can be per-
formed by surface imaging throughout treatment using
optical positioning systems for surface-guided radiation
therapy (SGRT). Despite these advanced QA systems, none
are currently capable of verifying treatment field delivery,
spatial and fractional dose, or the patient’s position
throughout treatment for every fraction of a radiation
course. As modern treatment delivery gravitates toward
administering larger doses in fewer fractions or very fast
dose rates, the monitoring of the patient position and dose
delivery throughout the entire delivery of every treatment
becomes more important.13 Balancing this need with the
resources and tools currently available is a common clinical
challenge.

The feasibility of clinical Cherenkov imaging has been
shown previously3,10,14-16 through small, single-technique
pilot analyses of images. However, the practical utility of
imaging in everyday radiation practice has not been pro-
spectively documented in a patient cohort that includes
multiple prescribed treatment types. Here, we summarize
our experience with an installed Cherenkov imaging sys-
tem, following 64 patients during their standard prescribed
radiation treatments. We report minor incidents discovered
and provide examples of images that were clinically
informative. For clarity, an incident in this work will be
defined by the Radiation Oncology Incident Learning
System (RO-ILS), which includes even minor errors that
lead to adjustments in treatment.17 Additionally, the utility
of Cherenkov imaging for on-patient treatment verification
is examined using cohorts of patient images, evaluated for
spatial accuracy. We also describe an approach for routine,
in vivo daily dose measurements that can be easily per-
formed with this imaging system.

Materials and Methods

Clinical Cherenkov imaging

A total of 64 patients were imaged using a protocol
approved by the Dartmouth Institutional Review Board.
Consenting patients received their regular prescribed radi-
ation treatments with between 1 and 14 representative
fractions imaged. Disease sites imaged were breast (29),
sarcoma/lymphomas (23), head and neck (5), lung (2),
pelvis (2), brain (2), and face (1), summarized in Table 1.
Treatment techniques used were 3D conformal, including
field-in-field breast treatments (33) and craniospinal irra-
diation (CSI) (1), total skin electron therapy (TSET) (15),
arc therapy including volumetric modulated arc therapy
(VMAT) and conformal arc treatments (14), and total body
irradiation (TBI) (1). Imaging was performed using a
remote-triggered, time-gated intensified camera system, C-
Dose Research (DoseOptics LLC, Lebanon NH), that was
either ceiling or tripod mounted in clinical treatment bun-
kers. Image acquisition and processing, as used in current
treatment setups, have been described previously in
detail.14 Cherenkov images are displayed as pseudocolor
maps of light intensity, which correspond to the treatment
field.
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Radiation therapy treatment

Standard treatment plans were generated using Eclipse
treatment planning software (Varian, Palo Alto, CA).
Briefly, a field-in-field technique was used for whole breast
radiation therapy, and a mono-isocenter technique was used
when including the regional lymphatics. Breast patients
were set up with AlignRT (Vision RT, London, UK). Su-
pine CSI was planned and verified as previously
described.18,19 Head and neck radiation therapy was plan-
ned using volumetric-modulated arc therapy, and TSETwas
delivered using the 6 dual-field Stanford technique.20,21 For
cases where bolus was prescribed, either standardly used
bolus material (Elasto-gel or wet towel) or ClearSight
Bolus22 (Innovative Oncology Solutions, Memphis, TN)
was used to allow viewing of the Cherenkov light through
the bolus.
Table 1 Disease sites and treatment types

Treatment
Site

Treatment
Diagnoses Treatment Types

Patients
Imaged,
No.

Breast Malignant
neoplasm of
the right
breast,
lymphoma

Whole breast
radiation þ
field-in-field

29

Skin/face Cutaneous T-cell
lymphoma,
Kaposi
sarcoma

TSET/3D
conformal
/VMAT

17

Head and
neck

Lymphoma,
squamous cell
carcinoma,
Hodgkin
lymphoma

VMAT 8

Brain Meningioma,
trigeminal
neuralgia

SRS 2

Craniospinal
irradiation

Myeloma Lower spine þ
upper spine þ
WB

1

Lung Small-cell lung
cancer

SBRT, VMAT 2

Abdomen Lymphoma 3D conformal 1
Pelvis Sarcoma, small-

cell carcinoma
VMAT, 3D
conformal

2

Total body
irradiation

Transplant Total body
irradiation

1

Extremities Sarcoma 3D conformal 1
64

Abbreviations: SBRT Z stereotactic body radiotherapy; SRS Z
stereotactic radio surgery; TSET Z total skin electron therapy; VMAT

Z volumetric modulated arc therapy; WB Z whole brain.
Scintillator imaging

Custom-machine plastic EJ-212 scintillator disks (Eljen
Technology, Sweetwater, TX), 1 mm thick � 15 mm
diameter, were attached to the skin surface of patients un-
dergoing TSET or whole breast radiation therapy, and
scintillator light output was converted to dose from the
images using a computer algorithm as previously
described.23 Scintillation measurements were compared
with a standard optically stimulated luminescent dosimeter
(OSLD) (nanoDot, Landauer, Inc, Glenwood, IL) and were
previously verified to have better than 3% agreement for
calibrated dose values.24

Data analysis

Analytics applied to breast treatments were computed for
Cherenkov light fields recorded between fractions to
monitor how day-to-day changes compared with either the
first day of treatment or the treatment plan. In both cases,
the beam area was segmented using thresholding on cu-
mulative images (all frames summed), either from the
treatment plan or the imaged Cherenkov light. The seg-
mentations are compared using mean distance to confor-
mity (MDC), defined as

MDCZ

P
p˛A4Bminðdðp;AXBÞ

n
;

whereMDC is the mean distance to conformity, A and B are
2 segmented regions from 2 images, p represents the pixels
in the area of disagreement between A and B, n is the
number of pixels in p, and d is the distance in pixels. MDC
represents the average distance in pixels in the area of
disagreement that the image must be moved to agree.

For field matching analysis, preprocessing for CSI
treatments where multiple isocenters were used included
using biological fiducial points to coregister and stitch
images together. These image transformation matrices were
applied to cumulative Cherenkov image fields for coregis-
tration. Field match was assessed using the intersection
point of the normalized match profiles. The coefficient of
variation (or the standard deviation over the mean value
s/m) of the match point was computed for the breast patient
data set of 12 days. Sample supraclavicular/tangent images
from day 1 of treatment are shown in Figure 5.

Results

Cherenkov imaging for visual validation of surface
dose and to identify suboptimal treatments

The Cherenkov imaging system displays a live video image
of the treatment fields on the patient, which is viewed on a
computer monitor at the treatment console. Images can be
reviewed in real time by clinical staff at the linear accel-
erator and can be saved for off-line analysis later. The
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Cherenkov images in this study were reviewed by the
treating radiation therapists and radiation oncologists to
determine what information was of clinical benefit and to
identify treatment incidents. First noted was that the images
were useful to monitor target and adjacent anatomy to
ensure appropriate treatment delivery. Figure 1 shows 4 of
11 imaged fractions of a patient receiving standard whole
breast radiation therapy, but the case was challenging
because of her limited arm mobility (her arm is positioned
down as opposed to over her head). The first panel in
Figure 1a shows the treatment plan, rendered from the CT
and plan files and translated to the view of the camera.
Figure 1h shows a treatment that was delivered with the
patient positioned as initially planned during simulation. In
contrast, the top 3 panels show treatment days when an
otherwise undetectable change in patient positioning
Fig. 1. (a) A visualization of the plan exported from the treat
tomography scan surface and shown from the perspective of the C
from 4 separate fractions, where (h) treatment was executed w
delivered to the contralateral breast; (c) attempts were made to co
was still observable on the contralateral side; and (d) avoiding th
delivered onto the arm/shoulder region. The right column show
treatment (c, e, g, and i) with a tolerance margin of �3 mm.
resulted in dose on the contralateral breast (Fig. 1b and 1d,
arrows) or ipsilateral arm (Fig. 1f, arrow). Optical imaging
(AlignRT) was used daily for patient setup and was within
the set tolerances on each of these treatment days (Fig. 1,
right column; see Fig. E1 for AlignRT data and Cherenkov
images for all imaged days and supplementary data in
Video E1 for cumulative images from 11 different
fractions).

Similarly, 3 additional cases highlighted the utility of
visual monitoring of surface dose. First, treatment of ex-
tremity sarcomas requires attention to patient positioning
and motion during treatment to prevent dose to the
contralateral extremity. Six of 25 treatment fractions were
imaged of a patient being treated for a soft-tissue sarcoma
on the left thigh. Cherenkov imaging confirmed that the
right leg did not inadvertently receive dose on these days
ment planning system, rendered onto the patient computed
herenkov camera. Cumulative Cherenkov images are shown
ell relative to the plan; (b) some dose was inadvertently
rrect the field, although not entirely successful as slight dose
e left breast was overcompensated for where more dose was
s the corresponding AlignRT screenshots from each day’s
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(see Fig. 2a for a representative fraction imaged). For breast
treatments, high tangent fields or supraclavicular fields
often treat the low neck while the patient’s head is not
immobilized. Cherenkov imaging ensured head motion did
not result in the chin being inappropriately exposed, for
example; Figure 2b shows a high tangent breast plan with
delivered dose encroaching on the chin, and Figure 3e and
5e show supraclavicular treatments. This is also important
for apical lung treatments, especially pertinent for a patient
who was unable to comply with instructions to maintain her
head in a still position (see Video E2; the last frame shows
the cumulative dose).

Bolus is prescribed to increase surface dose and requires
appropriate positioning daily, often precluding physician
verification after the initial treatment. In 1 particular case of
postmastectomy radiation therapy, bolus was prescribed to
cover a large chest-wall treatment area, and 7 of the 28
treatment fractions were imaged using a transparent bolus
that allowed for visualization of Cherenkov emissions
under the bolus. On 1 of the imaged fractions, the bolus was
adequately covering the extent of the left anterior oblique
(LAO) treatment field (Fig. 2c, arrow) but not the full
medial extent of the right posterior oblique (RPO) treat-
ment field, as demonstrated clearly in the Cherenkov im-
ages (Fig. 2d, arrow). There was an additional day when the
bolus placement was observed to be close to the field edge
in the Cherenkov imaging, with the remaining 5 days of the
Cherenkov imaging confirming that the bolus was covering
the full treatment fields (data not shown). See Video E3 to
observe insufficient bolus coverage on the RPO field from 1
day using a clear bolus.
Fig. 2. (a) A leg sarcoma patient was imaged to ensure that t
common focus point in the treatment of extremities such as legs
(b), where it can be seen if the patient were to move his/her he
immobilization. When treating a patient with mastectomy using
which is shown comparing (c), where the left anterior oblique fi
posterior oblique field (d) was not on the medial side. In a less c
left open during planning (e), the Cherenkov image (f) shows th
Finally, detailed review of the Cherenkov video of a
field-in-field breast treatment revealed a strip of dose on the
inferior breast (Fig. 2f, arrow). The Eclipse treatment plan
was investigated, and it was found that the most inferior
multileaf collimator (MLC) was inadvertently left open
during treatment planning on 1 field-in-field segment
because the MLC was immediately adjacent to the inferior
jaw and difficult to visualize in all views of the treatment
planning system (see Fig. 2e for the field-in-field segment
view from the treatment planning system). This was not
detected on pretreatment imaging because the combined
irradiation aperture outline image does not show field-in-
field segments.

Cherenkov imaging to validate spatial accuracy of
treatment delivery in breast radiation therapy

To evaluate patient positioning using Cherenkov imaging,
15 breast patients with a total of 129 fractions of imaged
treatments were analyzed. These patients were selected
because they were imaged with identical camera positions.
A general review of the images showed that the captured
Cherenkov emissions (Fig. 3a, 3c, 3e, and 3g) qualitatively
represented the expected surface dose distribution as pre-
dicted by the treatment planning system (compare to
Fig. 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h). This was true for the individual
tangent whole breast treatment RPO and LAO fields
(Fig. 3a and 3c), for the supraclavicular fields (Fig. 3e), and
for a cumulative image of a whole breast plan (Fig. 3g). In
addition to validating the field shapes, the Cherenkov im-
ages allowed detection of the dose gradients created by the
he treating beam remained clear of the contralateral leg (a
). High tangents are another common focus point, shown in
ad or chin, which has many degrees of freedom and lacks
bolus, accommodating the large field sizes can be difficult,
eld was successfully covered with bolus, whereas the right
ommon case, where a multileaf collimator was accidentally
is incident very clearly
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Fig. 3. A sample of a right posterior oblique beam (RPO) Cherenkov image for a patient is shown in (a), which matches the
intensity map from the treatment plan (b). The same is shown for the left anterior oblique (LAO) beam (c), which also
includes a couch kick, along with its respective cumulative treatment plan image (d). These individual beams illustrate the
dose gradient over the surface of the patient, with higher intensity on the entrance side and lower intensity on the exit side,
over a gradient. One example of a supraclavicular field is shown in the Cherenkov image (e) and dose image exported from
the treatment plan (f). For another patient, the Cherenkov image of cumulative treatment of both LAO and RPO beams (g) is
shown matching the cumulative treatment dose image (h). In (i), the mean distance to conformity (MDC) relative to the first
recorded treatment day is plotted for all breast patient images, and in (j) this is replotted relative to the treatment plan dose
outline as a reference. A dashed gray line indicates where treatment fractions fall within a 3-mm MDC agreement and a red
dashed line indicates a 7-mm MDC agreement.
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individual tangent beams, as seen in the images for the
individual RPO and LAO beams (Fig. 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d),
where the entrance dose and Cherenkov intensity is higher
than on the exit side.

The accuracy of treatment delivery was analyzed by
calculating the MDC using automated image analysis soft-
ware built into the Cherenkov imaging system. MDC is
calculated as the mean of the root mean squares difference
calculated between the measured Cherenkov field edge and
either the first day of treatment or the field edge on the surface
of the patient CTas defined by the ECLIPSE planning system.
Figure 3i shows the MDC for each subsequent fraction
compared with the first recorded fraction. Figure 3j compares
the MDC for Cherenkov images relative to the Eclipse pre-
dicted treatment plan. Compared with the first fraction of
breast radiation therapy treatment delivered, no MDC
exceeded 7 mm for all 129 averaged RPO/LAO 6X images,
for all 49 averaged 10X images, or for 21 supraclavicular
treatment images (red dashed line). For stricter 3-mm MDC
criteria, it was found that 14 of the 6X images, 3 of the 10X
images, and no supraclavicular (SCV) images fell outside this
threshold. Compared with the patient treatment plan, higher
MDCswere observed. For 6X images, 2 of 129 fell outside the
7-mm criterion, and 85 of 129 fell outside the 3-mm criterion.
No SCVor 10X beams exceeded 7 mm, though 47 of 49 10X
images and 1 of 21 SCV images exceeded 3 mm.
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Cherenkov imaging for on-patient dosimetry

Although Cherenkov light emission is directly proportional
to dose in phantoms, the absolute dose cannot be calculated
directly from patient images because of variations in tissue
optical properties specific to each patient. However, the
images do show relative surface dose levels when
comparing identical treatment plans delivered to a patient
with and without bolus, where the Cherenkov light intensity
captured is brighter when the surface dose is higher owing
to the presence of bolus (Fig. 4a) compared with a day
when bolus was not used (Fig. 4b). To obtain absolute
dosimetry with patient Cherenkov imaging, scintillator
discs were applied to regions of interest on a patient
receiving TSET and 2 patients receiving breast treatment.
The surface doses were calculated based on known emis-
sion response of the scintillator.24 Figure 4c shows the
surface dose calculated at 5 independent sites simulta-
neously during delivery of total skin electron beam therapy
with scintillator doses in blue and OSLD measured doses in
green. Similarly, for breast radiation therapy, surface dose
was measured from a scintillator in 2 patients (Fig. 4d and
4e, blue) and compares favorably with OSLD measured
doses (green). See Video E4 of a breast treatment with a
scintillator in place.
Fig. 4. (a) Cherenkov imaging through clear bolus applied to
same patient without bolus, showing a lower signal resulting fro
therapy patient shows Cherenkov from the skin and scintillatio
surface dose values. (d), (e) Surface doses are shown for 2 differen
was placed on the breast during Cherenkov imaging. Surface d
nescent dosimeter are reported in blue and green text, respective
org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2020.11.013.)
Monitoring of field match lines

Another potential use for Cherenkov imaging is to monitor
treatment field match lines8 so that field junctions are
neither overdosed nor underdosed inadvertently. A partic-
ularly challenging clinical scenario is verification of
matching fields for CSI when the patient is in a supine
position, because unlike prone positioning, the gap between
the 2 spine fields cannot be visualized directly on the pa-
tient.25 Cherenkov cameras were used to image supine CSI
treatments, in particular, to monitor matching field lines on
the superficial surface of the patient. Figure 5 shows the
treatment plan (a) and Cherenkov images (b, c, and d) for a
patient treated with supine CSI using posterioreanterior
(PA) upper and lower spine fields as well as whole brain
fields registered together. The low-level exit dose from the
individual PA spine fields are visible on the patient’s
abdomen in the Cherenkov images (Fig. 5b, 5c), as well as
the dose from the opposed brain fields on the patient’s mask
and neck (Fig. 5d, cumulative image). For the first match
line, the brain fields were set (using couch kicks and
collimator angles) at the divergence of the upper spine
fields to create an exact match. The Cherenkov image
provided a simple visual confirmation that these fields were
appropriately aligned (Fig. 5d, arrow). For the second
a breast irradiation case and (b) Cherenkov imaging of the
m a lower surface dose. (c) Imaging of a total skin electron
n from localized dots placed on the skin, with calculated
t whole breast radiation cases were a single scintillating dot
ose values from scintillator and optically stimulated lumi-
ly. (A color version of this figure is available at https://doi.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2020.11.013
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2020.11.013
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match line, the upper and lower spine fields were designed
to intersect at the spine, and therefore, there was over-
lapping dose as each field exited the patient’s abdomen
(Fig. 5a, white square). This overlap area was visualized on
the Cherenkov image (Fig. 5d, white square) and used as an
additional means to verify the setup of the spine fields.

A more common scenario for field matching in the clinic
is with whole breast tangential fields and supraclavicular
fields to treat regional nodes.26 Cherenkov images of a
supraclavicular field (Fig. 5e), the whole breast fields
(Fig. 5f), and the cumulative combined image (Fig. 5g) are
shown. The Cherenkov images were analyzed to determine
daily accuracy of the match using C-Dose software.16,17 For
the breast treatment shown in Figure 5, the match profiles
Fig. 5. (a) A treatment plan for cerebral-spinal irradiation, char
whole brain field, an upper spine field, and a lower spine field.
images was developed by first isolating the lower spine field in
shows the sum, with biological fiducials used to register the back
days 1 through 4 of lower and upper spine junction areas are sho
(e) The supraclavicular cumulative fields treating the axial node
oblique / right posterior oblique 6X/10X) summed together are ad
a bounding box that isolates the profile intersection region, such
were analyzed, and consistency (coefficient of variation)
was found to fall within 3.7% for 13 acquisitions. See
Video E5 of an entire treatment for a patient with a field
match breast and SCV treatment.

Discussion

Radiation therapy is known to be safe, but clinically sig-
nificant errors do happen, as well as more common, minor
incidents that are of lower clinical significance.27,28

In addition, RO-ILS has reported that the majority of ra-
diation incidents are identified during treatment delivery
and discovered by therapists.17 As such, we hypothesized
that if radiation treatments could be “seen,” that is,
acterized by 4 fields and 3 isocenters: a right and left lateral
A technique for stitching together the Cherenkov treatment
dividually (b) and then the upper spine (c). The result (d)
ground and Cherenkov images together; profiles comparing
wn, as compared with what was seen in the treatment plan.
s of a patient. (f) The 4 tangent beam images (left anterior
ded with the supraclavicular field (g). The match region has
that the meeting of the 2 beams can be analyzed.
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visualized in real-time by the treatment team at the console,
there would be opportunities to improve therapy through
detection of unforeseen issues. In this first cohort of 64
patients, we identified several general scenarios where
viewing Cherenkov imaging provided useful information:

1. Evaluating patient setup. We reported fractions where
Cherenkov imaging identified unintended dose on adja-
cent anatomy. There are several sites where it is
important to avoid treating adjacent normal anatomy,
including breast treatments (arm, chin, contralateral
breast), extremity treatments (contralateral leg), and face
treatments (eye).29 It is likely that this type of incident
will be detected more commonly in patients with diffi-
cult setups owing to physical constraints in mobility
(such as the patient shown in Fig. 1) or with a chal-
lenging body habitus (such as patients with large,
pendulous breasts). In addition to monitoring adjacent
anatomy, the Cherenkov imaging also shows treatment
fields with respect to pertinent at-risk anatomy (eg,
scars) and ensures bolus is positioned adequately to
cover the target area.

2. Monitoring patient compliance. When patients move
during treatment delivery, it is often not detected, or the
consequence of the movement is not known. The Cher-
enkov images are a video recording of the beam inter-
acting with the patient’s surface (see supplemental
videos), providing a record of the daily treatment that
can be evaluated in real time or saved for documentation
and review at a later date. Positional changes during
beam delivery are important for patients who have dif-
ficulty maintaining the prescribed treatment position
because of pain or altered mental status. In cases where
there is significant movement during treatment, the
Cherenkov video can be reviewed and estimation of
change in delivered dose can be made.

3. Identifying machine or plan issues. Cherenkov imaging
visualizes the final step in the complex process of
treatment planning and delivery. As such, it is a final
check of the process by showing the field shape on the
patient is as expected. We show the sensitivity of this
imaging to detect even a single MLC position during
delivery of 1 field-in-field segment as being in a position
that was not intended. Because this imaging can be
performed daily, it has the potential to detect small
changes that could be introduced with plan revisions,
faulty equipment, or changes to the patient anatomy
during the course of treatment.
In this small sample of patients, we observed 6 patient
treatment courses for which the in vivo, real-time Cherenkov
imaging provided valuable insight to the delivery team. It is
important to note that all patients in this study were set up
with standard techniques including tattoos, port films, kV
imaging, cone beam CT, or AlignRT, depending on the
treatment site. For example, we identified breast patients
with positioning issues detected by Cherenkov imaging, even
though these patients had been set up with an optical posi-
tioning system (AlignRT) that reported positioning within
the set tolerance levels. This incongruity may happen
because tolerances are not stringent enough to prevent the
dose spill that was found. Importantly, Cherenkov imaging
has the ability to visually show the consequence, in terms of
a change in surface dose, of inaccuracies or compromises
made during patient positioning. Typical regions of interest
(ROIs) for surface optical imaging systems are often focused
on a small area and do not detect alignment issues outside of
the ROI. This may have the consequence of giving the
clinical team a false sense of security in reference to anatomy
outside of the ROI, where there could be stray beam. Adding
Cherenkov imaging to a surface optical imaging system
would be ideal for on-patient verification, as it not only could
provide positional monitoring in and outside of the ROI but
also could reveal beam-related issues during the critical time
of treatment beam delivery.

In addition to the real-time view of radiation, Cherenkov
images can be analyzed later to evaluate accuracy or
dosimetry. Importantly, the system can remain on and is
simply a remote camera that adds no extra time or dose to
the patient. The analysis can be automated, so large-scale
review of treatment repeatability in a clinic is possible
through centralization of the data files. For analysis of
positional precision and accuracy, these number sets can
indicate a patient who is difficult to set up, for example, and
who might require different immobilization. These metrics
also could be valuable to assess procedural changes and
impact on treatment delivery (ie, switching from tattoos/
lasers to AlignRT for breast treatments). For dosimetry, the
system can also be automated to identify the scintillators in
the image and convert the intensity to dose, allowing
multiple sites to be sampled on a daily basis without the
time-consuming steps required for processing thermolu-
minescent diodes (TLDs) or reading out OSLDs. Without
scintillators, uncompensated emissions cannot substitute
for absolute dose measurements on the surface. However
recently published work30 has used tissue density from CT
images to more closely correlate Cherenkov light intensity
to dose (�10%), and more work continues to implement
these tissue optical property corrections.

Overall, Cherenkov imaging provides a valuable
noninvasive means to routinely monitor and improve the
quality of daily treatment. The images can be viewed at the
treatment console or at a remote computer, allowing an
unprecedented ability to visually evaluate treatment de-
livery in real time by the radiation therapists but also by the
radiation oncologist and/or a physics team remote from the
treatment machine. Future work will be needed to fully
analyze the most complex treatments, such as those used in
head and neck cancer treatment (see Video E6 to view a
head and neck treatment that shows a dual-camera setup
used to circumvent gantry blockage during VMAT).
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The clinical significance of the individual incidents and
cases in this study were minor, but even in this limited
cohort, we found opportunities to improve treatment de-
livery for individual patients. Of specific clinical impor-
tance, we show that Cherenkov imaging can detect stray
radiation dose to tissues. Currently, there is no practical
technique available to monitor contralateral breast dose or
dose to other adjacent anatomy on a daily basis. Other
measurement techniques, such as TLDs or OSLDs, are
limited to point measurement and are resource intensive for
routine use, and it is currently impossible to accurately
predict a spatial area of concern to guide TLD/OSLD
placement. For breast patients, it is well documented that
women who have had breast cancer are 2.5 times as likely
to have secondary breast cancer, and an appreciable frac-
tion of these patients will develop a new cancer in the
contralateral breast because of the radiation dose during
treatment.31 The risk is directly proportional to the dose to
the breast and inversely proportional to the patient’s age. A
large study of secondary breast cancer by Burt et al32

showed that approximately 3.4% of patients receiving
breast radiation therapy had additional cancer attributable
to the radiation, with a relative risk ratio of 1.33 for the
radiation therapy cases relative to 1.2 for the control,
although this range is known to be closer to 1.59-1.32 for
younger women. It is widely accepted that additional dose
to the contralateral breast can lead to cancer, especially in
young women; therefore, great effort is made at the
treatment-planning steps to minimize contralateral breast
dose. However, as we have shown in this relatively small
cohort, patient misalignment or patient movement during
treatment can lead to increased contralateral breast dose
despite good treatment-planning technique and use of
SGRT. To date, technology has not existed to monitor
contralateral breast dose on a daily basis to ensure dose to
the contralateral breast does not exceed the planned dose.

We anticipate that an “always on” system, used to
monitor all patient treatments in a clinic, would give
valuable information about treatment delivery at approxi-
mately the rate that we detected in this cohort (6 of roughly
343 fractions, or approximately 1.7% of treatments), as
well as being able to detect more significant incidents at a
time when the treatment can be altered or aborted. Impor-
tantly, this work justifies proceeding with a large, multi-
center trial designed to evaluate minor and major
incidences in routine clinical practice using this noninva-
sive and intuitive imaging technique.
Conclusions

The 64 patients imaged to date show the value of Cher-
enkov imaging as a tool for treatment validation. The im-
aging of all patients over a range of techniques provided
several observations of incidents in which there was sub-
optimal delivery, and importantly, it demonstrated the po-
tential value for an intuitive daily view of every patient’s
treatment, which has never been possible before in radia-
tion therapy. The imaging provides a visualization of the
treatment beam on the patient’s skin, bolus, or mask, which
could be used subsequently to identify ways to optimize
treatment delivery. Future goals to use large-scale clinical
imaging could help determine whether more or more sig-
nificant incidents are detected, and more importantly, cor-
rected to improve the overall quality of day-to-day
treatments.
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